Behold , the fool saith , " Put
not all thine eggs in one basr
ket " - which is but a manner
of saying, "Scatter ^rour money and yo ur attention " ; but .
the wise/man saith , " Put all
your eggs in the one ' basket
and 'Watch That Basket ' .''
Pull 'nhead Wilson ' s Calendar

"East of Eden"
will be shown
Saturday & Sunday
at 7 p.m. in Lovejoy

Noted Economist
Drv J» Seelye Bixler
Stanisl aw We!l isz
Comments on Students To Give Lectu re
' (Editor's Note\Former Colby College President J. Seelye Bixler wrote the following article for the Honolulu Star Bulletin while
teaching as a visiting professor at the University oi Hawaii. He offers
some tentative but provocative suggestions for exploiting the: timetable on which many people grow mentally mature.)

AdministrMion Building
Will Be Opened Sooa

;

By Robert B. Neuwirth.
Dr. . Stanislaw H. Welliss, Assists
ant Professor . of Economics at the
University of Chicago's School o f
Business, will present the second in.
___
the series of Gabrielson lectures
**
**
If 18 years as a college president • My reply is simply that I have next Tuesday afternoon.
have left me with any complaint,' it watched many students develop a
The topic of his speech will be
is that • our students are not old taste for learning as they grow old- "The Import of the International
enough to know what they really er.
Economy on. American Labor and
Th e ve t eran , f or ex ample, almost Management, in the 60's." Dr. Wel-want.
•
They are truly wonderful young always attacks his studies more lisz, a Harvard and Cambridge gradpeop le. . For the most part they aggressively than his younger com- uat e, has ' had a noted career in
are idealistic and starry-eyed, as panion in the classroom.
both the teaching and business prowell as alert and eager.,
Indeed I have been surprised at fessions.
. What they like to do they.do well. the number of freshmen who flunk- Beginning in 1946, he was ap When they, play and compete they ed out of college with' a miserable poi nt ed an ass i s tant econo mi c analknow how to discipline themselves, record . only to return after a {wo- yst for Standard Oil Company . Durand all of us are aware that if war year hitch in the Army with a com- ing 1953-1955 he was under contract
calls they respond with magnificent pletely different point of view.
to the xCenter of Industrial Studies
'. - • courage.
Some have won Phi Beta Kappa at MIT. "While there he prepared a
Yet, when the task is intellec- honors.
report on the economic influence of
Whether it was the sheer passage changes in the JJ. S. import tariff
tual, unless they belong to the particularly , gifted group, they lack the of time or the shift to a wholly dif- on selected American industries, in
determination needed for mastery . ferent kind of life , or a combina- order to present a survey cf business
Too often they hand in work that tion of the two , it "is hard - to say, opinion. This he followed in 1954
can only be slovenly.
,_. ' hut the record shows a transform- by a research project on the structure and problem of Italian indusAn initial interest gives way eas- ation.
LESS CLEAR
ily to boredom.
try. ¦ ¦
In the case of the girls, the case s From 1955-1957 he was ah econInstead of excellence, th ey are
, is less clear. Yet even here there omic consultant to diverse induscontent with passing marks.
And all too frequently they choose is some evidence of greater purpose- trial firms , as well as the aeronaua course only because its' schedule fulness and a more sustained , in- tical Research Foundation "at Camof those who
are bridge, Mass.
will allow them to sleep late and terest on the^parfc
¦
. • ,
older.
have weekends free.
He held these positions- while
'
Two suggestions at once come to simultaneously . teaching economics
QUESTION
You may well ask if thife is really mind. First, why don't we plan, at Williams College. Throughout the
because of. their youth. Isn't learn- "at least in the case of boys, f or an past decade, articles written by Dr.
ing, after all, an acquired taste interval of two years between high Wellisz have appeared in many of
and don't many besides our young school and college ? Perhaps this the scholarly economic . journals,
peop le find a bookish life unattrac- should regularly be used for. mili- both -at... home.-..and;, abroad-, ..Resent
tary service.
articles on him.have beeii published
tive?
Fifty pears ago the philosopher in Business Week and Construction
RUNNALS UNION TEAS
William James had art even better World. . _.. ''
The Runnals Union Committee
,
idea.
.
Wellisz is currently preparing for
would like to remind the students
He thought we should draft our publication an article, entitled "An
and faculty of the info rmal teas
youth for two years, not in the Analysis of a Soviet Type Economy."
given every Friday afternoon
Army, but on the farms, in the Dr. Wellisz recently returned from
from four to five o ' clock , in Smith
mines , on the ships , and ' in the his native Poland where, last year,
Loun ge of Runnals Union. These
factories,
.
he was a Ford Foundation . visiting
teas provide a chance for the
In this way tho heavy work professor at Warsaw.
students to meet tho facult y in should be done- by young men , who
While at the University of Chicaan informal atmosphere . Tea, oofcould learn from it about the kind go Business School, Dr, Wellisz is
fee , and cookies are served and
of activity society itself needs for teaching courses in the fields of
guests may play bridge ,, chess , or
its own .continuing life,
-• ...
Price Theory and International Ecocheckers , or just talk. It is not
While the present emergency nomics.
necessar y to get dressed up for
lasts, possibly some combination of
the teas ; infor mal attire is en- civilian and military labor could be
couraged.
> Continued on Page Five
~
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Portland Symp 'ny
Watervil le Chorus

Glee Club Perform

The Colby College Glee Club, the
Portland Symphony Orchestra, and
the Waterville Area Chorus will present a concert on February 27 at the
Opera House. Featured soloists will
include Mrs. Ruth Nickerson , soprano , and President Eplert E. L.
Stridor, baritone. The Portland Symphony Orchestra, under the direction
of Rouben Gregorian , will make its
first appearance, combining with the
100-odd voices * provided by the Colby Glee Club and the Waterville
Area Chorus' vMrs'l- .Nickerson is well known as
a soloist , to Waterville audiences ,
and is currently the director of the The two photographs above are
Glee Club at Waterville Senior High of the new Eustis Administration
School and Thomas Junior College. Building - top, center and inforPresident Stridor has sung with
the Harvard Glee Club and the Palestrina Society of New London ,
Conn. He is now serving on the
Board of the Portland Symphony.

mation desk; bottom, conference
room. The building, which was to
have been completed this past
J anuary, is now expected to be
opened fo r use on March 24.

Mr. Gregorian, conductor of the
Por
tland Symphony, has been a
conductor of the Boston Pops OrSENIORS :
\
chestra and first violinist of the
Komitas String Quartet. The com- I Nominations fo r the dedication
poser of many works for the violin , of the ORACLE
-voice , quartet and symphony, he is Monday, February 27 , 1p61
at present a faculty inemb'er of the Men : Spa — 10 a.m. - 12 noon
i
Boston Conservatory of Music.
Women : Mary Low 1 2 - 1 p.m.
The concert will begin at 8 :00 . Please givo the matter serious
and all Colby Students are urged consideration.
to attend' what promised to be a
A unique approach to the under- memorable rj orforance.
standing of jaz /'i in.relation to the
classics is . being presented at the
Given Auditorium on Friday, Feb- ,
ruary 24 at 8 :00 p.m. , by Roland
Nadeau and William Tesson , both
of the Now England Conservatory
of . Musio.. Tho title of their lecture
the present Chief Justice of tho
is, "Tho Influence of American Jassz
Women 's Judiciary Board has anon Contemporary Music"
nounced tho appointment of Lael
Nadeau , teacher of theory, form ,
Swinney as successor to the office
and piano, has recently concluded a
of Chief Justice.
T' V series entitled "l^et' s Make a
Replacing the retiring Sandy NoSong" on station ' WCfBH in Boston .
lot, Justice-elect Swinney, will, preThis program invited the audience
side at all Judicial Board meetings
into the very act of experimenting
for the term of .one year. Labi's at.•
in tlio making of music.
tributes
, including the requirement
Tesson,; who is both a symphonic
,
of
"outstanding
j unior ", consist of
and j aKv. trombonist, is head of tho
membership
in
Chi
Omega sorority,
]n,„s5 studios , at the /Now England
residence
in
Arlington
, Yirginia , and
Conservatory, J n , addition to, his
considerable
effort
as
a history 'maduties in the theory department.
jor.
She
is
also
a
member
of Pan
Since, TesBon has also appeared sevHellenic Council ,: present Woodman
eral times on tho Conservatory 's TV"
show, iu a unique- approach to tho
dorm chairman , and a potential graaspects of jazz , as compared to the
duate scholar in tlio field of modioalL'ael Swinney A .
classics, this team is woll oquippod
sboial work, Commenting on hor sein the. theory and practice
photo by WoiVc
of tlio necessary
the
lection
for tho office of Justice, Laol
heart
matter in
to ^'oaoh
An electoral board consisting of
a non-pedantic, yot clear , conoiso, tho Doan of Women , tho president remarked with admirable concision :
and Illuminating way ;
of Wornoft 's Student Loaguo , and "I' m Very much honored. "

Nadeaii and Tesson
Perform , Lecture

Noted Chess Champ ion
On
American
Jazz
Here
Exhibition
Give
To
Chess Champion William Lombardy of the Bronx , .New York will be
here at Colby, this Sunday February
26, in an ovon. sponsored by Roberts
Union and tho Student Government,
The 23 year old International Grandmaster will give a lecture and simuitanoon s exhibition nt Roberts Union,/ starting at 2 :00 p.m. in the
afternoon. In the exhibition, lie will
conduct up to forty games, moving
from boivrd ,to board and making
one move at a time on each. •
Lombardy started" his; earoor at IS
bv nlavinor; on ttov. pavilion in Now
York' s Central Park , Three ' years
later he was champion "of New York
State, ' In 1957 ' he voii tho World
Junior Championship I with - a score
of 11. - 0. Besides; many personal
successes in American and Internation al Tournaments , Lombardy' has
U; S; ,1in ;. team
represented th6
events. Limb summer, iri' Leningrad ,
ho played top bodril for 1 tlio [ American team , which won tho World Student Team Championship, The U.S.
defeated Russia to p;a,in first prisso.
This is (iiii'to ' a feat' in ' viqw of;tlio
fact that bliofls has boon called "Rub-

' ,
William Lombard y
'
sia's baseball'' . Most of the loading
players thoro > are full time professionals who aro supported by tho
.
government. , '
'
(Students and faculty mombors who
would lileo to;play against Lombardy
are asked to' leave thoir names at
the desk of Roberts Union on Friday or Saturday. . . . . ' "

¦¦
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LaeiSwinney App ointed
Hea d of j udiciaryBoard

Faculty, Administration
Polled on Januar y Flan

Lette rs To Edito r

JANUARY PLAN
program work ? Wesleyan has its
Continued from Column Two . .. College of Letters., Swarthmore its
To the Editor of the Colby Echo : termined by. the instructor. For stu- Honors Program , and now Colby
After this apathetic student , dents whose work is adjudged "fail- its January program ; does Colby's
steeped, in too much , tradition or ing" or "incomplete" arrangements January Program arise from a genuine desire for educational experinot, enough (I never know which will be made whereby the program
x by furmay
be
made
up"
"
either
mentation and improvement or from
The concept of the January Plan has been in the minds of the stand my Colby Echo is advocatther
examination
of
by
appropriate
a
desire, to!, have its own .identif ystudents , faculty, and administration for over two years. During this ing), thought about your recent additional work in the Spring , Re- ing, catchy, slogan-like program
and past editorials, I decided betime there has been much discussion, controversy, and even hostility. cause I am an ATO to take to phys- cess or during the summer..
and be associated with these other
,
Through committees the program has been thoroughly examined , ical violence (as you call it) and ; With respect to v the ,non-academ- colleges. (In other words, will it be
ic program : Extra-curricular ac- more useful as a public relations
tentatively planned , and finally submitted for vote. The result was voice my huttible opinion.
In justice to your hard work and tivitiesj including athletics, drama, slogan than as an educational imthat "at its meetings 'on December 7 and December 14 the faculty . ..
music, etc. shall continue during plement?) These questions are imagreed by a vote of 53 to 31. with or Fail at the end of January. The thought provoking articles I want the' month but shall
not be permit- plicit in the original question. In
three abstensions, that : In each only college-wide unity in such a to convey to you the torture I go ted to intensify. Lectures
, convo- answering that question, > the faculacademic year , beginning with 1961- program , would lie in the common through from Friday to Friday. cations,, symposia shall be schedty on.the whole seemed to feel that
'
1962 , there shall be a January Pro- approach of , for want of a better How inconsiderate of our forefa- uled as seems wise or practicable.
the
program was more realistic than
gram of Independent Study for all term, "problem-solving" in its thers to interject so many days beand' that it would work.
idealistic,
With respect ' to elementary lanstudents I and that : The January broad sense. Each program would tween Fridays. The tension that
The
third
question was, "Do you
guage work in January : Students
Program shall be in effect until the attempt to suggest principles of in- mounts from week to week, stemthink
that
the
effects or results of
who have -taken 100 level language
close of the academic year 1964- quiry- appropriate to the j&rtibulaf ming from ain insurmountable urge
the
program
will
compensate' for
to grab - the Echo the second it courses in the first semester, and
1965. During the second semester of disciplirie of the' instructcr.
the
great
amount
of
time spent in
who ' will continue in these courses ,
Since the basic .p'u_ pc_e of fch!_ conies out, is beyond all human
that academic year the faculty shall
it
the
loss
of
class
time because
and
if will maintain, contact with I their
determine whether the . program educational process^ i_ the develb'j *- comprehension. Can you imagine
Answers
here
were almost
of
it."
foreign language during the period
shall continue." Apparently the fac- rh.nt of ability to think falther than you were common and jhad to wait
entirely
affirmative.
of the January Program. These
ulty and the administration" knew the acquisition of fabtu_.l khbw- to see what a person of your editOn the fourth question , howcourses may meet one hour a week,
orial
status
had
to
say
in
his
weekthe details behind the progra.ni ledgeiy etaphasi-. must be plitcSd on
ever
, "What do you think that the
in each of four weeks, with addithey did not vote obviously, with' the .principled of eriqiiify apprdtmafSe ly condemnation: article , the agony.
practical
effects or results .will be?"
tional preparation or -practice reout an understanding of what ifiey to the various disciplines. It is felt Granted, some weeks I am disapThere
seemed
to be" a nialjor differquired such that the foreign lanwere voting upon . The students , on that if a stud ent is introdu ced , as pointed because you become obstinence
of
opinion.
A large number of
guage program may be expected to
the other hand, have been kept eaVly as' possible ih his academic ate and fail to mention our odd-ball
responses
did
hot
comment of exclaim not more than twelve hours
ignorant of the whole situation , and career/ to the' process of disciplined fraternities, state of apathy, lack
press
an
incapability
for comment1
of the student's time, spread over
have been able , to piece , together thought witliin the framework of a of intellectualism (I feel I'm guilty
the January period. Students en- ing. Among thosie who 'did answer
only isolated bits of very general particular discipline this training of this, because I can't even spell
rolled in more than one such ele- were such answers as," "I' m af r aid
the
word)
and
our
horrible
twentyhearsay. They are seemingly ex- will be of value in his upperclass
mentary course will participate in to predict ," "I have no idea," "?" ,
pected to enter the next college years both in his normal course seven Georgian style buildings. The
only one during January, normally "Maybe you could learn some gramshock
when
one
of
these
articles
is
year having no idea of what they work and in his programs of indethe one being taken at the more mar (but I doubt it)," "Let's wait
are getting into. A few students pendent study. Each individual in- not of a tch-tch nature is . incredible.
elementary level. The language de- and see," "A little more experialas
I
guess
when
a
school
But
,
,
who from various rumors have structor is to be free to "determine
partments may prescribe alternate ence in reading and writing and
(or
a
Harvard-in-the-Sticks
isn't
formed definite opinions about the the nature and content of the proreview programs for students whose perhaps an increase in sale of seaprogram have already decided to gram he offers '. Only by granting some clever phrase you employed,)
January programs, necessitate ab- son tickets at Sugarloaf. " The most
'
'
Particexpect
any
more.
we
can't
transfer. One of Colby's academic- such freedom may the most effecoutstanding positive or affi rmative
sence from the campus.
ally highest and most respected stu- tive utilization of the faculty be ularly with such incapable people as
type
of response was the one that
Dr.
Chapman
President
Stridor,
The
above
data
is
a
concise
,
sumdents commented , "If 3 had. known assured.
affirmed
that the students would
or
Dr.
Koons
mary
of
the
program
Df.
. A number of
,
Sophomores shall be permitted to Dean Johnson ,
that a stunt . like this was being
develop
a
sense of responsibility and
questions
, however, seemed to be
planned when I applied, I would express preferences for assignment Suss ; or such inferior groups as
maturity:
,
that "more students will
Colbyettes
and
left
unanswered
, and even unasked.
surely have gone to Vermont." It among the various programs of- our Glee Club ,
graduate
with
some semblance of an
such
To go into the situation in more
is with the hope pf clarif ying the fered within their major division. Eight, Powder and Wig,
education
"
that
students would
exi_t
detail
in spite
, the Echo distributed a quessituation for the student body that These preferences will be recognized groups which seem to
develop
research
techniques
acquirthe Echo is .printing this article. insofar as possible. Each individual of the fact that no one cares. An- tionnaire to the faculty and admining
the
to
tackle
a
prob"ability
It invites amplification by anyone instructor shall conduct his pro- other hinderance of course is our istrati on. The faculty seemed to
lem
and
carry
it
through
to
its
sucwho is able and also invites letters gram as he wishes. The student art gallery (which you might look at regard this questionnaire as an imcessful
conclusion
"
that
students
,
of criticism , both positive and neg- shall ordinarily be working with an sometime, as occasionally there are position ; some members were hoswould receive the' "values and satative , and of more detailed analysis. instructor from the division in paintings that I'm sure ' you could tile to it , others refused to answer
isfactions stemming from being on
The work of the first semester which he is majoring, but , with the find inferior) . Of course , we must it, and still others answered it as
one's
own. "
will . take place entirely between Lb- approval of his major department," not -forget our hockey team which, if it were a big jo ke. From these
A
fifth
question asked was "The
bor Day and the beginning of a student may be assigned to a pro- because it is so poor , always plays attitudes one might infer that the
present
calendar
for the first semChristmas vacation. The month of gram within another division. As in to a completely empty house. With students have no right to know
ester
runs
from
Sept.
32 to Dec. 9.
January will be devoted to study the Freshman Program , several in- nothing to be proud of and thank- what is to affect them next year,
Will
you
have
enough
time to covfrom the form al course work of the structors may, if they wish , agree ful for , how can you be expected to the Echo , however, feels that as
er
adequately
the
subject
matter
write an editorial that is construc- long as the students are paying a
semester. During this January per- to conduct programs jointly.
'
'
of
your
courses.
Here
the
aflswers
With/ regard to the juniors and tive not for the sake of being des- high fee for attendance here, they
iod half of tho faculty will be rehave a right to know just' what they were equally divided. On the whole
i
seniors
the proposal remains as in tructive,
lieved of college responsibilities so
My final point (please note that are paying for. A common criticism the language and science departthat private studies or other pro- the Jun e 1, 1960 report from the
ments responded in the negative
Educational . Policy Committee to I have been as coherent as many was that the questions asked were
jects may be pursued.
and
the English and social sciences
In the freshman program _ each the faculty : The January Program of your, fine articles) is to congrat : biased or loaded. Of course they
responded
in the affirm ative. One
'
"
instructor will have about twenty- for Juniors and Seni q rs shall l)e ulate you on the great impression were I They were meant, to be, It
answer
was
, "What I cover is unfive students to advise. Each fresh- placed entirely in the hands of the our paper must make on visitors, would he useless to ask "cut and
important
;
what the student learns
parents , and prospective students. dry " factual questions. The Echo
man instructor will choose tho gen- student' s major departments.
is
the
important
thing." The , last
With respect to credit , and meth- It is wonderful that these people examined the program and sought
eral ar ea within whi ch his stud ents
s
tat
e
m
e
nt
i
s
tru
e
p erhaps , but it
are to work , and the , f re shmen will ods of evaluation : No course credit can read about the pride and love its weakest and most ' nebul ou s
reall
y
has
little
r
e
l evan ce to the
express preferences for assignment shall be given for the work of the you have for your campus and fel- p oints , purposely looked for possible
question.
(In
reference
to the way
among the various programs of- January Program , but the passing low students. I am sure they are as flaws in the program , 'and , by
this
and
other
such as
statements
of
the questionn aire , hoped
fered. Methods of conducting the of each of the four units in a stu- impressed as we are with your abil- means
the
one
dealing
with
in
grammar
p r ogram s will vary f r om in struct or dent's college career shall be regard- ity to tear apart , sneer , instill hat e to receive answers which would clarreference
to
the
use
of
"
and
shall"
to instructor but each will irieot his ed as a graduation requirement. Ev- between fraternities (in writing if y nebulous A matters and explain
"will" , and in the answers received
stud ents , either sin gularl y or in aluation shall be in terms of "Hon- onl y ) and in gener al , bemoan the possible flaws , and justif y the 'prowhich
avoided the question, by the
_
,
gram Thi certainly seems neither
groups, at least four time during ors " "Pass" or "Fai l". Achievo- s ad state of our d ying campus.
stock
challenge of "define your
With this I will close and of evil , subversive, nor biased.
the January Period , and each pro- meht shall be measured by an apterms
perhaps the success or the
",,
This ,' analysis may ( be rriost exgram will bo suff ici entl y definite so p ro p riate t esting d evice ( p a p er , ex- course not discontinue my sub
gram
will depend upon the sint>ro
th at tho instructor can mark the amination , or other means) as de- seription to the Echo • (couldn 't pediently presented by an examincerity
of
the faculty as well as of
ariyw&y, activities fee and .all that) ation of these questionnaires! The
students iri terms of Honors, Pass,
Continued in Column Four
the
students.
but , merely continue my hatred of first question was : "Do you think
These five were the roost importDekes with physical violence (like I that the present student body is
was capable of it or something) and mature enou gh, to accept tho res- ant of the eight included in the
sit around for m ore people to "try ponsibility of a month of lightly questionnaire. We stiall go into a
Box l014 , Colby Ooiiejge , Waterville , Main©
and have winter carnivals. " Un- supervised independent
study P" discussion of the- .questions. ConOffice: Roberts Union, Call frit 2-2791, Ext. 240
moved , just writing for tho inspira- Many answers were! positive , even cerning whether the students have
Founded 1877. Published weekly except during vacations and examination periods by the
more wer. affi rmative with reservo^ "maturity", it is unimportant whestudents of Colby College ; printed by the Eigie Publishing Co., Inc.; Gardiner, Maine. tion of the Echo.
JPeter ICotchum, ATO tions :, "Yes I If hot , they don 't be- ther the students are mature or
Charter members of the New England Intercollegiate r^ewipipet AsJocii'ti.h. Represented by
National Advertising Service, Inc. Subscription rates: Students $3.i6 , Faculty Ftee; fill other*
long at CJolby l" "Yes_. those who not. Tlxoy will te given oho of the
13.30, Newstands price: fifteen cents per copy.
To the Editor :
aren 't ready for this kind of learn- most valuable opportunities of their
Entered as second class matter at tlie Post Office at Waterville . Maine. Acceptance roi
want
to
congratulate
yoti
on
I
ing
situation probably aren't ready life : tho opportunity to do creative
mailing at special rate of {postage provided for iri section 1103, Act 6' October 3, 1917,
,
your
last
week'
s
e
ditorial
It
is
enfor any kind of college level work." work completely oh. their own, Thoy
authorized December 24, 1$>18.
All opinions in this newspaper not otherwise Identified are those oil the COLBY, _-ECI_0. tirely too true that the trends typ- Tho general impression' ' received aro paying a high'price for this opMention the ECHO when you buy,
ified iri -the change of our last Ideal from those questionnaires was that portunity. .Whether thoy take adfraternity when It made our caihpus part of tho student body was ma- vantage of it or not is irrelevant.
';
EDITOR - GARY MIL_S. '62 .
100% nationalised are a subject for ture enough , that part of tho stu- Tho stand! of tho ' Echo on this matMANAGING EDITOR • ANN GLEASON, '<52
sadness. I also wish to extend you dents wlur aro ¦ presently in. Colby tor is ihat if only a small percenBUSINESS MANAGER .. . ALLSTON WEt .iER . '(52
my s y mpathies , too.- ,If you continue should not bo in college. Tho fact tage of the student body takes ad^
EDITORIAL BOARD: Priscilla Gwyn, '62; Frahic Wlswall, '62 s Marie i-raiiWrd . '62 to write editorials similar to your
that thoy were actually mature vantage of and I benefits from* the
Stewart Stearns , '63.
.
first oho and to feature articles that onoufeh. to accept the plan on thoir program , then it will havo boon a
might make our provincial campus own and respond to it with their success, If, a steak dinner is offered
SECTION EDITORS
moro
sophisticated , ' ybu may bo own. solf-motivation without tho to a group of mon who havo booh
News Editor - Stewart Stearns, *63
Exchange Editor . Mark Bradford , '62
hoaded
for tho rocks. You'll encoun- penalty of "Failure" to,force thorn livin g on bean s . all their life , ovon
Ass't. News Editor - Shirley Parry, '63
Photography • Robert Welbust, '64
ter
apathy,
misunderstanding, dis- to respond coiilrl not help* but . ho if only a few talco advanta ge 'of , this
' Feature Edi tor - Bob Gula , '65
David., Vogt , '64
¦ ' . , . . -,' ,
steak , • more' power to those that do.
Ass't. Feature Editor - Richard Pious, '64
Ass't. Business Mnnaijei ¦
Neal Osscrs, '63
paraging
remarks
and over-contin- inferred ,
.
Sp orts Edi tor 1 ' Elliot Woodier, , '62
Advertising Manager . Craig Malsch, '62
Tho
others' can continue in their
uing "friendly remarks" that start
Another question was, "Do you
Ass't. Sports Editors - William Hallett, '64
Ass't. Advertising Manager •
vegetative
ruts , while those that
out
"I
disagree,
hut
my
opinion
,
's think that the program is moro
Terry Gardner , '62
Thomas MncMulIeti , '6}
have
tasted
the . steak liavoi had a
as>
good
as
yours
than
, and why do you idealistic
rohHstioP"
Of
Make-up Editor • Susan Schacff , '63
. Circulation-Subscription Manager •
mast
profitable
oxporiohco , ono which
.
,
got
in
tho
way
of
progress
Ass't, Make-up Editor Judy Mllner, '64
Richard Geltman , '63
. anyway, coutbo, this question involves and
'
Copy Editor - Sandra Keef, '62
Billin g • Mary-Jo Cahill , '(S3
Continued on Pago Fivo
implies several others : T3an tho
Continued on Pago Throe
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Sincie assuming the presidency,
John I?. Kennedy has made little
headway in resolving either the
Quemoy-Matsu" question o_ the more
significant problem of our relationship with Communist' China. A
change in attitude toward Communist China has been stymied by analmost hysterical American public
opinion stirred up by the :Korean
War , the McCarthy era, the socalled China i-obby, and the Eisenhower Administration.
However, the facts demand a
re-evaluation of our position vis-avis Peiping. It appears as if there
will be a sufficient number of prowestern, neutral, and Communist
votes to admit Red China to the
United Nations this year. Unless
the United States changes her attitude, the debate over Red China's
admission to the U.N. could be the
coup de-grace for the international
organization.
To complicate matters, Red China
will probably have developed an
atomic bomb within two years.
Needless to say, disarmament talks
must include the participation of
Red China.
China's methods of solving her
exploding population , her high rates
of illiteracy, poverty, and disease,
and her still low level of technology
and industrialization are being
closely watched by the Afro-Asian
nations. They are watching because
they too are suffering many of
China's problems ; they too have
emerged or are emerging from colonial status. ".'•
If Red China* succeeds, the underdeveloped nations of the world
may accept Communism as the panacea for their problems. In this
event, United States military containment policy and her support of
facist "regimes (e.g. Chiang Kai-
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JANUARY PLAN
Continued from Page Two
may open up a whole new realm
of experience to them. Another
point worth mentioning it that the
student body may not be presently
mature, but the purpose of the
program is to encourage independence, i.e. maturity, and to counteract tl;.?. deadening effect of
"spoon-feeding".
As far as idealism vs. optimism
vs. realism , perhaps all three qualities went into the inception of the
plan. Certainly there , is constant
optimism tha,t- students cannot only
that students
study but &\bo learn,
na are here
for
want to learr^, ?that "purpose. Perhaps by instituting this program , ' we may have a
student body with sincerity and integrity. There is also the fact that
the faculty will be- able to learn
from the, program. It will be a challenge to the mature faculty member as well as the mature student.
As to the realism involved, /this is

EA SY
CARE
DECTOLENE SHIRTS

i

;

Shek, Diem) are worthless.
_
Whether we approve of Communist China's internal or external affairs is irrelevant. What is relevant
is that the, United States has failed
to recognize the most populous, the
riiost dynamic, and the most potentially powerful, (ideologically, economically and militarilly) : nation in
the world today. Let us . not turn
down this opportunity to positively
influence the course of liistory. As
Charles A. Beard said back in 1934,
¦'history is made in part at least
by thought and purpose-by ideas —
then there is room in the world for
will , design, courage,! and action,
for the thinker who is also a doer
. . . by anticipating the:spirit of 'the
coming age, he may cut .new paths
through the present and co-operate
with others in bringing achievements to pass."
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/ In reply to inquiries about my semester as an exchange student
at Fisk University, a predominantly. Negro college in Nashville, Tennessee, many of you have already heard , my enthusiastic replies of
"great", "wonderful", "tremendous", etc. However, this doesn't tell
you why I arh so glad I went, and does not give you a picture of
what Fisk was like. Such an idea is hard to give because the experi-

;
y

THE YARN SHOP
134 Main Street

Georgia. My uncle has seen a quite
different side of the Negro population than I have, and his beliefs
that the sit-ins and Negro-white dating are Communist inspired, and
that most Negroes want- segregation , were quite incomprehensible to
me.
Actually, the exchange students
had very little contact with the
white community, since our friends
were not allowed to attend the
white facilities, f still can't conceive of the limited facilities and
opportunities to which southerh. Negroes are restricted. In Nashville,
the third largest city in the south,
there is only one theater which Negroes can attend without going
down the alley and up the back
stairs. Although last year 's sit-in
movement helped tremendously,
there are still many places where
Negroes may buy all merchandise
but may not sit down to eat, and
there are no longer integrated restaurants downtown. And these examples are, of course, minor in comparison to the denial of equal opportunities to vote, in finding occupations , obtaining an education,
and living with human dignity.
I can not forget the first time
I saw a "Reserved for Colored
Only " sign.
How is the man from India going
to feel about America after he has
been served, only after he has proven that he is an Indian and not a
negro ? How do we feel about such
a United States ?
Through programs such as the Fisk
Exchange, we can gain a new perspective. There are many aspects of
Colby life I had formerly taken for
granted, which I have now come to
appreciate. These include the excellent speeches, . lecture series, and
religious and academic convocations
heard throughout the year. Also,
there_ is the close rel ationship between the students and faculty at
Colby. Not in all schools do students and instructors spend as
much time in informal discussions
or gatherings. Nor on all campuses
are students' opinions considered as
seriously as at Colby.
My semester, at Fisk also pointed
out ' ways in which bur campus
could be improved. I can't say
enough for the advantages of a student union where students have a
chance to got acquainted on a nondate basis. I got to know , or at
least to recognize, more men on
the Fisk campus in one semester
than I saw or know after two years
at Colby.
Perhaps the greatest advantage
of the exchange program is the
broadening of outlook and greater
understanding of people obtained.
Both the student on . exchange and
the school receiving tho exchange
student can benefit. Wo discover
thero are others in tho world besides, the Nev Englander or Easterner. We discover thoy are very
similar to us , and wo can wipe away
our stereotypes and "reservations "
(being "liberal" wo hate to say
"prejudice"). Wo loarn moro to
accept each porson as an individual .

i
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Nancy Howe Repor ts:
Semester At Fisk

ence seems so natural to me that I
cannot even 'remember my questions
before . I went.
Everyone agrees that it must
have , been an "interesting experience". Yes, it was. But it was more
than that. Classifying the exchange
as . an ~ "interesting experience"
seems, to place it .apart from us,
making it strange and distant from
ordinary life. .
I did have numerous interesting
and revealing, experiences, but most
of .the time I was a plain , ordinary
Fisk student.
I've gotten the feeling upon returning that everyone expects Fisk
to- be quite different and strange.
Oh the contrary, Fisk and Colby
are very similar, perhaps more so
than any of the other schools with
with Fisk exchanges.
Not only is Fisk very similar as
a small, friendly, co-ed liberal arts
college, but the students are much
like we are. .
Every college has its own peculiarities and personality but "college
students are college students whereever you go". Fisk students cram
for exams, worry about points, and
j oin , fraternities and sororities. Colby also isn't , the only campus concerned about apathy and lack of intellectual atmosphere.
The four exchange students became loyal Piskites. We forgot we
were "different" almost imniediately, and it came as a surprise at
times ,when we caught purselves in
a mirror. Color was not a criterion
for being "one of the gang".
Many of you have asked how we
were accepted by the Fisk students
and professors. The exchange program has been carried on for ten
years with several schools , such as
Pomona and Whittier in California
and Oberlin and Denison in Ohio.
So by now ., using Fisk slang, "it
ain't no big thing ". Exchange students are treated as any transfer
students. Once we got to be known
by the regular students , we were
liked or disliked as individuals , not
as whites or Negroes , exchange or
Fiskite.
Another question often asked concerns the reaction of those outside
the college community toward the
white Fisk students. Through the
sit-in movement, we mot whites who
worked with the movement and
whites who fought against it. We
also felt the hatred from the crowds
around us, hatred directed especialis:
, t .
ly towards us as white uympathizers,
"The language is Greek. But the I was paiuly exposed to the tradiassumption in this program will be tional white southerner ' s viewpoint
that Greek has become a totally when I visited a relative in Atlanta,
lost language, without grammar,
dictionaries , or . professors. The
______B__r ' _____ *''
translation of one work, (probably
a book of the, New Testament) has
just been discovered. Students doing this work will compare the
Greek text and the, English translation, and work out for themselves
the structure of tho . Greek lan108 • 168 Main Street
guage, preparing thoir own gcamGives
tho Colby Student
mar and dictionary ; then thoy will
S
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try to apply tho knowledge they
Quality
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have acquired to tho reading of
your
oonvenlonoo
will doliv o'
For
other texts .for which no trahsla, .- Continued on Pago Five '
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somethmg^which makes the projgram an experiment. Concerning
the possibility of the idea being a
publicity gimmick : so what? Certainly the program did grow out of
the most sincere ideas of educational improvement , and was treated as
such in the faculty discussions ; this
being so, there is nothing wrong in
its being used to attract good students and national or even more
widespread attention. If the college
is to offer such a program , it certainly should do all in its power to
make the program -known and to attract students who will take advantages of it to the utmost. Also,
perhaps, the publicity gained by
this program would make Colby a
little more palatable to some of the
large national philanthropic institutions.
To comment on questions No. 3
and No. 4, I would like to quote ~a
member of the English department :
"So'long as some members of the
faculty and administration regard
students as children, so long as they,
persist in assuming that Colby
should be a prep school — "Colby
faculty equals supervised together^
n ess' — students will as they are
told, 'get lip' for- hour exams, rer
gurgitate undigested data , memorize other peoples jdeas and live the
life of the mind by ^living out of
each other's notebooks. To attack
this program on some of the
grounds that it has been attacked
loses sight of an important educational idea : students can be imaginative, independent and creative
(as indeed many of ' our students
already are) if given a chance. If
a few — or even many — waste
their time, to hell with them.- We
don't run college for nincompoops.
What thiis amounts to is simply
that the petty facts learned or memorized in college do not by themselves constitute an education. The
overall impression, the attitude of
mind, the maturity, the learning
-process, and the independence are
the elements of education. Facts
will only be forgotten ; attitudes
and concept ' cannot be< destroyed.
In this sense the .January Plan is
invaluable. It will finally make
some people think, and will encourage them to be creative and original.
Concerning the last question , in
view of the opinion expressed above,
it is . of little importance if a few
more facts cannot be taught.
Let us look into ' some of the possible ideas for tentative January
programs ; All will concern some aspect of basic research. ; Among the
ideas of the Art Department's
Freshman program will be visiting
major art galleries, background
studies in art history, and special
studio projects ; the psychology department may work with an introduction to the scientific ' method ;
the classics department has one of
the most completely worked out
program thus far ; its prospectus

.
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Mule Six Bows to B. C; N0AA Ice Berths Hpopsters Record Split
Still A ren't Filled;
Triumphs Over N.H. 7-3 Mules Seem Out In Spstort Trip Sevmes
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The hot and cold running Colby cagers defeated ; an .improving
Brandeis five. 70-62 before falling to the sharp shooting Huskies of
North eastern, 68-61, .on' a;two game swing thru Bciston. The Mules
have now (before the? Maine game) wbri liine out of the 21 games
,
• ;' ,
they have played.
•
1
In the Brandeis affair Golbv built up an early lead , which they

Mule center , Sandy Boardman (9) gets set for a rebound shot
The White Mules of Colby ran their varsity hockey record to
17 and 5 last week as they up-ended the University of New Hampshire, 7 to 3, after bowing to Boston College, 6 to 3. Ron Ryan, Colby
right winger , scored five goals and three assists to bring his season 's
total to 31 goals, 52 assists, for 83 points. The production line of
Ryan, John Maguire, and Sandy Boardman has alone accounted for
90 goals and 202 points this season at 9 :50 and 13 -.25 respectively. Magtiire closed out the scoring at 18:10
so far.
Turning to last Saturday's en- as he scored on passes from Ryan
counter against New Hampshire, at and Boardman .
Dave Seddon played an outstandAlfond Arena , the Mules finally
pulled ahead late in the game after ing game in the nets for Colby as
peppering the TJ.N.H." goal for two he kicked - out 19 B.C. shots and
and a' half periods . Rod Blackburn, Fred Sears was very effective up
playing in goal for the visitors, was front playing with his usual detercalled upon to make 57< saves , com- mination. Logue of B.C. helped his
pared to only seven for Al Carville cause with many fine saves included
in his total of 25.
of Colby.
After the visitors had pulled
ahead at 3:50 of the opening session , Fred Sears drew the teams
even with an unassisted tally at
7 :50. Captain Maguire flashed the
red light on a picture goal at the
2 :15 mark of the second period on
passes from Ryan and Boardman .
The trio duplicated their performJack
Kelley's
Mule . sextet
ance at 6 :50 after Tom Canavan
squeeked out a 3-2 overtime victory
had knotted the game at 5 :10.
over a fighting, determined , . and
Ryan put Colby back in the lead
underdog Bowdoin ice club last
at 7 :30 of the third period as he
Tuesday night at the Bowdoin
tipped in a Murray Daley slap /shot
Arena. The victory goal was scored
from just inside the blue line , but
by Fred Sears on a pass from Pete
Dick Lamontagno tightened the
Archer with three minutes and
game up again as he scored at 8 :32
twenty-one seconds having elapsed
for the,visitors. Ryan then banged
in the overtime period.
home in insurance marker at 9 :30,
The first score of the game was
assisted by Maguire, followed by
tallied by Bisset of Bowdoin , assisttallies by Sears and another one by
ed by Mostrom at 14 :29 of the first
Ryan at 17 :55 and 18 :20 respectiveperiod. It was the only score in
ly.
the first period as Bowdoin 's goalGoing back to the B.C. game,
tender , Bob Chaff ee , shut the Mules
which was played on Wednesday,
out on 10 shots. In the second perFeb. 15, the visitors again proved
iod Colby scored twice while Dave
to be the < more powerful, team
Seddon turned back all Bowdoin
though not as decisively as in the
attempts, . The first Mule score came
previous contest. B.C. racked up
from the stick of Ron Ryan , assisttwo goals in each of the first two
ed by Wilmording and Maguire.
periods before Ron R yan put in two
Sandy Boardman put the Mules in
markers within 25 seconds of each
the lead less than tw o minut es later
other in tho third period — at 6 :55
with a score at 8 :06, with assists
and 7 :20. However , the effort was
going to Maguire and Ryan ,
quickly nullified as Gran t and
The third 20 minute session was
Leech each flashed tho red light ,

Mule Icemen Down
Bowdoin Bears In

Overtime Squeaker
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Goals Fouls Pts.
3 .
0
6
6
> 6
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0
2
4
3
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8
1
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3
0
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Colby Specials
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Colby (61)
Swensen , If
Kelly, rf
Wagner,
Burke, c
Thaxter , rg
Berquist
Kinne, lg
Waldeyer

SAME DAY SERVICE ON LAUNDRY

PIE

PIZZA

Goals Fouls . Pts.
5
3
13 '
l' . ¦0 <
2
6\
12
.0
'9
3
. 3.
'
' ¦
- 0.
0
: :0 '
' 22. '
10
2
0
0 ..
0
0
2
2
1
0 / 2
2
0
4

.10 Spring St.

\

BILL ' S
LUNCH

;
N.TJ. (68)
Ducey, If
Griffith
Sears, - rf
Vierstra , C
¦' *¦
Tully
Solberg, rg
Murphy ' - !*
Kerznar . .
Burke, lg
Clark •

SPRING ST. LAUNDRAMAID

a slam bang affair marked by spectacular clutch goal-tending by Sed,
don. He turned away 10 shots , including a rare ' penalty shot. Bow- .
doin sent the game into overtime,
however, when Jelly scored at 16:35.

i

WESTINGHOUS E

i

Although Colby has been all but
officially eliminated from any chances for a NCAA hockey tournament
berth , a number of Eastern teams
are still battling down the wire to
earn the distinction of travelling to
meet the two Western representa- never relinquished .', At half time the
tives at Denver next month.
Mules held a* five point edge, 31-26.
Going into this week's play, Ren- Captain Charley Swenson had >' one
sselaer was rated number one team of his best nights as he tossed in
in the . East , followed closely by Bos- 20 points on 9 field goals and 2
ton College , Harvard , St. Lawrence, free throws. Right behind Charley
and Middlebury, with, Colby and in the scoring column were JumpClarkson also meriting votes. Re- ing Dave Thaxter and John Kelly
cently, Middlebury, seeking recog- with _6 and 12 points' respectively.
nition for their 16-1 record with a Leading . the Judges attack were
comparatively easy schedule, just Billy Goldberg who hit for 17,
missed a major . upset by losing to Brian Hollander who scored 15, and
R.P.I, by a, 5-4 score.
Ron Kramer who .also chipped in
Rensselaer can now virtually 15.
clinch a tournament bid by beating
The Northeastern . contest was
Boston University, A.I.C., and played with a reversed plot ; NorthClarkson in their last three remain- eastern had one _ of its hottest
ing games. R.P.I. 's Eastern NCAA shooting sessions of the season . as
record is 10-2-1 , with two losses to they clicked on over 50 -percent of
St. Lawrence, and a tie ^with Bos- their shots, while Colby, in perfect
ton College, whom they soundly contrast, put together two rather
defeated in their second meeting. poor halves. The Mules, who trailed
The road for the ' other teams is throughout, shot dismally and took
somewhat • rougher however, and enough shots , 68, but only made 25,
may depend largely on the choice not quite enough for victory.
of the three.man selection committee. The committee's work will be
der the present selection procedure.
extremely difficult this year as a
The present system , in which two
result of the NCAA's decision not
teams arfe chosen arbitrarily, withto hare any playoffs, but merely to
out any playoffs and by only sevpick two Eastern teams to particieral coaches , has brought numerous
pate in the NCAA tournament.
criticism in \iie past , and this
It now appears that, even if seyear has been no exception. It
lected , Harvard will decline a tourshould be evident by now that benament bid . In this event St. Lawcause the two Eastern contestants
rence - and Boston College will reare selected from a variety of
main with . R.P.I, as the likliest
candidates to be chosen. Both Bos- league members and independents,
^
ton College and St. Lawrence have playoffs of some sort often are necesbeen red hot in recent games al- sary to do justice to the large numthough B.C.' now, has the edge as a ber of eligible teams. College hockresult of their earlier win over the
ey is npw a major sport at many
' Larries.
Unless two team clearly emerge institutions and a more reliable sysas superior during the nest week tem is required to satisfy its many
it will be extremely difficult for followers and participants. /
the selection committee to give fair
consideration to all contenders un-

.
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JANUARY PLAN
Continued, from Page Three
tion exists. ' So they will . imitate);
-the work of scholars who have in
fact learned- to read totally foreign
languages by the v aid of , bi-lingial
¦
, - .' ¦
documents.
It is hoped that students will not
only learn some Greek , but also
gain an active insight into the,ria>•fcure of language structure by dis•covering for themselves the ways in
.which words and forms express
ideas. Since tbis-program is entirely new and experimental, methods
.of study will have to he determined
as work process ; probably there will
be considerable cooperative work by
:groups of two or more students ,
and upper classmen will act as
.group advisors, (but hot instructors), pfe-reqiiisite : ignorance of
<Greek"
On the whole the Echo does support tlie January program. Th_re
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and reflection that our adult-education centers and our best TV and
arranged.
radio ' courses are just beginning to
GO ALL OUT
reveal and exploit.
Second, if the mature person
Should we ,not seize upon this as
learns so well , why not go all out one of the most significant of all
in our support of adult education ? our national resources ?
Anyone who has seen adults in IN CRISIS
the classroom knows that, although
In a time of crisis, how importthe older person has certain weak- ant it is that our adult population
nesses, he also has great sources should understand at least the rudof strength.
iments of science ! And do not all of
His memory' may be rusty and us crave the steadiness and poise
he may 'have to look up a great that familiarity with literature and
many facts. In' some cases his sens- history can bring ?
1
es may be less keen.
Education ' is not as pleasan t as
This is more than made up for, entertainment, but it is worth
however, by his purpose, his sense more in the long run and its confor the relevance of learning to life , tribution to the national welfare is
• \ ¦
and his knowledge of how to carry immeasurable.
a job through.
- .
Of course we dare not and will
In his later years , __efty Grove, not neglect the child. Yet the child
the famous pitcher, had l
ost his himself needs what only the wellfast ball and wasn't able to burn it educated adult can offer.
over the plate with His old-time
LETTERS TO EDITOR
accuracy. But he ha.d elusive curves,
Continued
from Page Two
a keen sense of timing and change
huh
?"
of pace, and he was far better at
But in connection with your editsizing up the mari in the better's
orial
there are some interesting sidebox.
lights.
You deplored the llack of inThe plain truth is that .he maitiative
coming from the fraterniture person has a capacity for study
ties.
This
, however, was a main top¦¦ - » «¦ I ¦ ' — » " — » ¦ ¦ ¦¦ ¦
^* -_«_^^_^" >^"«^hb™i__^__b ic of the Colby Self-Study Report
published back in 1954. For example, on page 44, the report quotes
SPORT ING GOODS CO.
the Dean of men. He said , "I have
87 Temple
TR 2-2344
seen no general intellectual influStudent Prices on All Sports
ence originating in the fraternities.
f r r r r _ r r i r r r i r r r r r —r -i
There have been spasmodic and isolated instances when individuals
from fraternities have consulted this
v
*
+_*j
office
about the standing of memH
+*
T
**
bers and ways of improving their
*
,
" "*
standing , . . Too often individuals
¦"•¦*'
___
_-_
move from fraternity houses, com* ' _£•*
Cohtinued on Page - Six
** * * * * * ** *
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sary pressure on them. The program
should present the opportunity for
students _ ,to study " and pursue their
interests without the pressure of
grades or status. Honors also imposes the feeling that students
must, to an extent , "write,for the
professor". Finally, ' the "title honors;" as it is now, means nothing
and is actually more of an impediment than a stimulus to good work.
; The situation of. study and research facilities, atul other problems as they' arise will be discussed
in later issues of the Echo. Certainly one of the most deplorable
situations is the library problem.
As has 'already been stated , students and faculty are invited to
submit . their" opinions to the Echo.
A' questionnaire will be passed out
to the entire student bod y concerning this article,, and the results
of it will te published in a forthcoming -s_ue.

are, however, a few points which
it would like clarified :
1. Is thev library adequate for a
thousand students to be. doing intensive research in it at one time?
2. Will the library cooperate on
interlibrkry loans ?
3. Would students who chose to
be ' of f-campus during the program
still , have to pay for room and
¦¦ ¦• ' ..
board ?
4. Would the library stacks be
open longer than they are now ?
5. What significance is there < in.
pass, fail and honors?
It is the idea of the last question which the Echo does not supto be
one
port ; in fact , it appear^
of- the weakest points of the program. The distinction between honors and fail violates tlie independence of the progriarh : , It assumes
that the students' motivation is the
grade , riot the interest. It hurts
good students by putting unneces-
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he served as manager of several telephone business offices. In these jobs Loren had to prove
himself on the 'firing line, make right decisions
and carry them through. He knew his next jump
depended on only one man—Loren Gergens.
in juiy> i960,, he was made Sales Manager
in Boulder, Colorado.
«Tm on t he gro ^ - floor of a newly created
telephone marketing organization. And I can tell
you things are .going to move fast !'' Loren says.
"It's rough at times, but hard work is fun when
you know you're going somewhere—in a business where there's somewhere to go."
f
reMeYe8ledin a .joh in wh^h you am
you
^
be your own p rime mover—a fob in which you're
givena chance to show what you can do, right f rom
the starl ^-you'll want to visit your Placement Office
for literature and additional inf ormation.

When Loreii Gergens was working for his
B.S. degree in Bilsiness Administration at the '
University of Denver, he had definite ideas about
the kind of j ob he wanted to land. He was determined to profit from the experience of several
of his' friends who had accepted promising jobs
only to find themselves in "manpower" pools"—
waiting to be pulled
t0 into ackresponsible position.
sa
Wan
t
hf s
'
PUed '" Lore1^ ^'
JL^
no
to
way
^hat s
start.^
'
'
As a senior, Loren talked to twelve companies
and jo ined The Mountain States Telephone &
Telegraph Company, an associated company of
tlie Belll Telephone System. v ^. :
' Prom his first day challenges were throwri at
him thick and fast. First, he supervised a group
of service representatives who handle!' the coin- .
munications needs of telephone customers. Then

/
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LETTERS TO EDITOR
Continued from Page Fivci
plaining of the lack of a 'climate
for learning' in the house." (There
is much much more in the report.
It is . in the Folio section of the
library under catalogue .number
LD1061.C7267.)
Recently, because of .complaints
almost exactly like the observations
of the Dean of Men given above,
some 14 brothers and 11 pledges of
Pi Lambda Phi resigned their fraternity membership. Yet this mass
resignation occurred in the newest
fraternity on campus ; is was the
one most consciously attempting to
be an. intellectually-oriented house.
Could the reasons really be related
to intellectual frustration or lack of
personal fulfillment ? Apparently so.
Most of the former members admit
that for various reasons they are
consciously giving up their failing
fig ht, to create a fraternity where
intellectual and cultural interests
might survive unthrottled. Even if
wo admit that these mon (and myself , too) are . partially responsible
for Pilam 's breakup, this problem
still stands as an indictment of our
conservative national fraternity system. It apparently 'creates inescapable pressures on its members —
both through the individual nationals and through the presence of ten
strong houses at Colby.
_3esid.es the slant that the problems of "intellectual social fraternities" throws on last week's editorial , there's :anofcher angle, t o the
.
-- (
1

i

editorial if one checks who's who in
extra-curricular
activities. ,
On
checking the leadership and active
membership of organizations that
do things, one notes that in groups
as Powder & Wig, SCA , and the
Outin g Club , that the independents
(male and female) form the vital
element of such groups. Furthermore, the independents 'have been
very active in forming ' and vitalizing the Chess Club, Young Democrats, and the Sports Car Club. The
fraternity and sorority members on
the other hand have a monopoly in
the strong, but powerfully and unimaginatively conservative, organizations - IFC. Student Government,
Student League. In short , isn 't
there a correlation here ? Don't the
relatively more dogmatic, conforming, perpetuative forces on eampiis
reveal themselves more strongly in
those organizations operating under
the dubious blessing of fraternity
and sorority support ? And , in the
other direction , don 't the more
creative enterprises (Logics , the
new clubs, EPIC) come more from
the independents and perhaps the
two newest fraternities ? Aren't the
independents more helpfully critic< *tr i t

\

I:
I
'f
t

r i~ i —' i' "t ' ' i ' ' i "' J ' I 'j " ' # ' * t "'j 1 " - 11 j 1 ' i ~ i ' t '

al of existing college life ? Granted : groups that wish" to hold meetings, dictable and, I must confess, quite
;
everybody gripes, but who writes to ,_ have social functions, or ~to ex- to .be expected.
.< ¦_.
Sincerely yours,
and agitates and gets the most prfess some kind of intellectual, and
Daniel . L. Hodges
cultural aspirations. But above all,
frustrated ?
. The situation hardly looks like it it would help for all of us to examwill get better unless several things ine the , evidence and appreciate the TQ THE EDITOR :
The present fraternity system of
happen. The growing scholastic fact that it is still our much perpressure on all students encourages secuted active deviants (as the Colby is one ¦which is at the stage
student apathy toward all but spec- campus uses the word) who . have of being completely unpredictable
tator sports because the weaker or- been the source of much of the from one day to the next : Sigma
ganizations that depend on self-gen- campus's vitality. After all, they Theta Psi has. gone national ; Tau
erated motivation ' are usually the are the ones who are still foolish Delta Phi is desirious of going locfirst to succumb to such pressures ; enough and daring enough to start al; and Pi Lambda Phi is simply
the more traditionally established new things, to enter worthwhile trying to remain. Culminating last
organizations just persist through extra-curricular activities,, and to week in an attempt .to go local, the
strife between the two factions of
inertia. Secondly, the organization- buck the . system.
al" structure of the campus drains
Yet I hardly expect significant this house, one which had . been
off the best students into leader- improvement unless the deviants growing ' since the' fraternity's inship positions and puts them fa- (i.e. those interested , in ideas as ception , resulted in an almost diswork perpetuating the very system well as survival here) will fight for entegration of the house. Many of
which is undermining their mental their dignity. -One quite important the members , adhering to the old
freedom , curiosity, motivation , and job seems beyond the capacities of Bet a Chi tr aditi on and fe elin g that
idealism.
almost everybody : that of discrim- there was: no longer , any hope for
Our campus might improve if a inating against those conventional P. L. P. in living its ideals, left
little help is given to independents values which are tenaciously fol- the house, leaving it to that group
and to such other deviants as lowed , but which - are hardly ade- which is trying to conform it to the
might , through the beneficence of quate to make Colby ah adequate other houses on campus. Among
the Admissions Office, find their college. A second facet of the job is those who left were three past presiway here. It might be a help were to recognize that creativity comes' dents. Now there are ten fraterwe to remove as many bureaucratic from unexpected sources. Still , need- nities to compete -actively in the
impediments as possible from the less to., say, fraternities, sororities I Bixler Bowl.
(Unsigned)
paths of informal groups and new and bureaucracies , are entirely pre-
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